Book Selector Questionnaire

Answer the following questions and send this form back to the LRC – the lovely library staff will then hand-pick a book, personally selected just for you.

1. Age ___________

2. Male ☐ Female ☐

3. What type of reader are you?
   ☐ Avid – I read lots, almost every day.
   ☐ Sporadic – I read lots once I have a good book, but might go months without a book on the go.
   ☐ Occasional – I read small amounts, infrequently.

4. Which do you prefer Fiction ☐ (Go to Question 6.) or Non-Fiction ☐

5. Which Non-fiction topic do you prefer to read about? (Tick any which apply)
   Sports ☐ Science ☐ Biography ☐ History ☐ Art/Craft ☐
   Music ☐ Self-Help ☐ Technology ☐ Poetry ☐
   Other ____________________ Now go to question 7

6. Would you rather read stories which are … (draw a cross on the line to indicate your preference)
   Happy ⇐ Sad
   Funny ⇐ Serious
   Easy ⇐ Demanding
   Short ⇐ Long
   Real Life ⇐ Fantasy
   Modern ⇐ Historical
   Safe ⇐ Disturbing
   Action ⇐ Feelings

7. Which of these formats would you prefer to read?
   Graphic Novel ☐ Audio Book ☐ E Book ☐ Printed Book ☐

Just so we know who to give the book to please tell us …

Name ___________________________________________ Tutor Group ________________